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Chapter 2911 The Organization That Seeks Revenge 

As soon as those words left Levi’s mouth, the visitors were rendered speechless. 

They had expected Levi to refuse them. 

After all, Idrae was protected by myriads of Deities of Xyperia. Hence, seeking revenge on them was 

equivalent to looking for death. 

Anyone who had a brain would be terrified by the situation. 

That was why over ninety percent of all Idrae’s enemies had retreated, not daring to seek revenge 

anymore. 

Moreover, many people, whom the organization invited, had rejected them. 

None of them dared to bring up the matter of seeking revenge, let alone talk about their grudge. 

As such, they figured it would be a normal thing for Levi to be scared despite the fact that his daughter 

had been fed with Final Malice. 

After all, the members of Idrae were treated like kings at that moment—the whole world was providing 

them with protection. 

Nobody would dare to take revenge unless they had a death wish. 

Yet, they never expected Levi to give such a reason. 

is he spouting? Who on earth can eliminate Idrae on their own? What a joke. He’s not even a Deity. How 

is he going to do that 

had been gathered to join the organization so far 

need at least a hundred Deities to attack with 

have 

claiming that he could destroy 

his words, they could not help but scold 

difficult thing to do in the entire world was to 

a fact 

a single person to succeed when it could not 

They found Levi ridiculous. 

people should go on with whatever you need to do and stop wasting your time on this matter. Trust me. 

I’m more than enough to end Idrae. I’m just letting them 

it sound like a walk in the 



words left the 

taking Idrae seriously. They’ve sought refuge from Xyperia. Taking revenge on Idrae 

he even told 

have 

Why bother spouting such nonsense? Do you really think you can bring down Idrae on 

to seek revenge on Idrae. How 

continued throwing all kinds of insults at 

Chapter 2912 I Will Remember This Grudge 

As soon as they fell to the ground, they curled their bodies and started spewing blood from their 

mouths. 

It was obvious that they had suffered a terrifying blow. 

Most importantly, they had no idea how Levi had launched his attack, and they could not believe how 

powerful he was. 

Although they were not top-class fighters, they were still skilled. 

Otherwise, they would not be given the responsibility of recruiting members for their alliance. 

Even so, that did not matter, as they could never compare to the Deities. 

Little did they know they would have been dead if Levi had not spared their lives. 

However, they still put on a stubborn expression and threw insults at him again. “Very well. Since you’re 

mad and have the capabilities, why don’t you vent it on Idrae? From what I can see, you’re just a 

coward.” 

“Look at you. You’re rather capable, aren’t you? What’s wrong? Are you scared of Idrae? Are you afraid 

of joining the expedition?” 

They remained as stubborn as a mule. 

that Levi had defeated them, they were still unwilling to 

saw him as a coward, and they wanted to insult 

and I’m going to kill all of you!” Levi exuded 

only then they were 

felt as though Levi would actually kill them if they remained 

got? Since you only know how to kill 

know what, Levi? Among all the people I know, you’re the one I have the least respect 



won’t be able to do anything without you? Well, we don’t need a useless piece of trash like you either. 

at Levi, they scampered 

but they wanted to provoke 

did not kill them because they were enemies of 

they would have been dead 

voice echoing in the air. “Only I can 

Levi and said softly, “Daddy, I know you’re fearless and will take revenge alone. But I hope you won’t do 

that. 

most of her time sleeping, she was 

too, knew Idrae was given protection, and seeking revenge would only lead to 

to Levi’s stubborn character. She knew her father would actually seek revenge 

impossible thing to do no matter what the 

want her father 

“Don’t worry. For now, I’m looking 

Chapter 2913 Motive Behind Creating Final Malice 

For some inexplicable reason, Dr. Erebus and Digital God were looking forward to that day—the day 

when Levi entered Xyperia. 

“By the way, do you have any plans yet?” Levi asked, staring at Digital God with Dr. Erebus. 

Digital God sighed and said, “There isn’t much, but I heard a rumor.” 

“Oh? What rumor?” Levi asked. 

“It’s about Final Malice. Do you know why they wanted to create it in the first place? Well, of course, the 

main reason is because of the benefits. But rumor has it that…” 

When Levi and Dr. Erebus heard Digital God’s words, realization finally dawned on them. 

Are the members of Idrae too bored? Why did they create such a poison? Besides, this poison must have 

caused them a large amount of money, materials, time, and effort. 

Of course, Dr. Erebus actually knew the reason why. 

Although he said he was doing it out of interest, he was, in fact, researching the poison as weapons for 

the Lab of Gods. 

Now that they thought about it, it was impossible for Idrae to create Final Malice for no reason. 

The organization was famous for researching ancient cultivators. Hence, they definitely did not create 

the poison out of mere interest. 



there was a 

Malice’s level 

who exactly it is. I haven’t gotten to the bottom 

scary is their enemy? Is this person really 

why I think there might be a solution if we were to look for 

shows just how powerful he or she is. But, 

like the Ecclesiastic 

only gave the 

the antidote. After all, being in control of the poison is scarier than just 

hope, the chances 

too intangible for 

he rather believed in the Poison 

contained the details of Final Malice and a solution that could undo the effects of countless poisons 

once and 

that moment was to look for the herb, hoping to find a kind of magical medicine that could undo the 

where he planned 

past, the probability of finding this kind of 

revival, it was possible that there could be 

had no doubt 

the restricted area during that period, and 

magical medicine that could remove Forlevia’s poison in 

acquired was not enough to keep up with the poison in Forlevia’s body as 

Chapter 2914 Rank One Restricted Area 

However, just as they were about to leave Raysonia, Digital God’s intel came in handy. 

He had brought them good news. 

“I’ve found that there’s a sacred spring deep in Emberfall Rainforest. It has miraculous effects, and the 

locals drink it to cure all kinds of illnesses. Therefore, their lifespans are exceptionally long. Truthfully, 

the sacred spring is much greater than rumored. It’s not an exaggeration to say that it can bring 

someone back to life. To safeguard the sacred spring, the locals have made it sound less impressive than 

it is. It’s actually terrifying, but no one could explain how it came about for a long time. 



“After the spiritual energy recovered, someone finally solved the mystery of the sacred spring. As it 

turns out, it’s because there’s a small spiritual ley line beneath it! There’s an abundance of spiritual 

energy within the spiritual ley line that nourished the sacred spring, conferring it with magical effects. 

“After the recovery of the spiritual energy, the spiritual ley line was blasted open. Most of the spiritual 

ley line has merged into the sacred spring, which is now even more terrifyingly impressive than before. 

I’m certain that it’ll be able to cure any kind of poison.” 

After listening to Digital God’s explanation, Levi became eager to leave. 

“What are we waiting for? Let’s go!” 

The four of them hurried off. 

“Although there are many herbs that have absorbed spiritual energy or have been nourished by the 

spiritual energy, this sacred spring has been nourished by the spiritual ley line for a long time. Hence, it 

became a healing spring. Furthermore, after this incident, it has become a magical medicine spring. I’d 

say this is something we can put our hope in,” Levi explained. 

He was hopeful about it. 

the spring, a panacea that 

would provide from the side, 

them 

there was an 

Rainforest had long since 

regulations, Rank Three restricted areas were 

countries were exploring and excavating the place orderly. Naturally, they would have to recruit more 

than two Deities before going on the 

areas were regions with 

other than Xyperia, no other 

would naturally be a joyous occasion if their expedition went well, 

even have the resources to carry out expeditions, nor could they 

area was the scariest, for they were regions with fifty to hundred Deity-level beasts, as well as 

of those unknown horrors would be naturally existing dangers similar to South Pole’s spiritual energy 

whirlpool. 

were not many Rank One restricted areas 

from Xyperia had explored a 

hundred Deities for the expedition, which was too high of 



even Xyperia was willing to take the risk, 

deep parts of the Emberfall Rainforest were classified as a 

Chapter 2915 More People 

Not even a Deity would dare to go there, so it was even less likely for normal humans to take such a risk. 

That was why no one would dwell on the matter for long or even mention it despite knowing about the 

sacred spring’s existence. 

Since they could not explore the place and benefit from it, it was pointless for them to care about it. 

If the sacred spring were that easy to find, they would have gone for it long ago, and news about it 

would have spread out. 

Nevertheless, more people only learned about the sacred spring because the place was categorized as a 

Rank One restricted area. 

Even so, they could not do anything about it. 

The sacrifice of ten lives was not even enough for one person to get a sip of the spring water, and that 

was the same case for the Deities. 

Therefore, no one would be willing to make that trip. 

Of course, there were always exceptions. 

Some Deities who wanted to improve themselves would head to the rainforest to gain more battle 

experience. 

If they could survive the trip to the Rank One restricted area, their combat prowess would improve 

exponentially. 

For example, many Deities from Xyperia had come to that place. 

entire area as it would 

heavy of 

Rank One restricted area, so not 

two to three, and 

about to become Deities had come along, as well as 

that they were there because of 

role in the project, they were determined to get to 

the sacred spring, their project would 

not 

guessed that they were going to use the resources in 



with a high profile. They did not care about what others thought of them, announcing each 

as if they were provoking the others into 

found out about 

Very good! Kill anyone who dares to covet the 

Buzz! 

God Crusher, which was with him, began buzzing in excitement as though it knew a carnage would soon 

to stop him from getting the sacred 

to the restricted area, but to 

“I hope more of them come. Otherwise, I won’t be able 

not the only entity that 

the dangers, others 

were bound to be fearless people who wished 

to compete for 

Chapter 2916 Exorbitant Map 

Levi could perceive every inch of Emberfall Rainforest with his sharp senses, including where the 

ferocious beasts were. 

As the sacred spring was full of spiritual energy, it was as bright as a sun in the dark to him. 

In other words, he could easily detect it. 

“I know where it is, and we’re at a bad spot,” Levi said after quickly pinpointing the spring’s location. 

“Why?” the two asked in unison. 

“We’re at one end, and the sacred spring is on the other extreme end,” Levi said, smiling in resignation. 

He then urged, “Let’s go.” 

Digital God and Dr. Erebus were curious about his words, but they followed along. 

Indeed, Levi and company were in an awkward spot, for their destination was at the other end of the 

rainforest. 

On the other hand, the other major forces were at better spots than them as they were closer to the 

sacred spring. In fact, they were twice as closer to the spring than Levi and his company. 

Nevertheless, they were frustrated over the map issue as well. 

was solved—someone drew 

the 



were the places Deity-level beasts 

course, not everyone 

to buy 

to buy it was not money but resources like treasures or 

the entire world was covered with spiritual energy, but its concentration varied 

restricted areas—which were places with concentrated spiritual energy—had crystals formed 

rare 

such crystals was akin to that at 

fantastic item that would greatly 

why it was the 

a few of 

all of the forces gathered outside Emberfall Rainforest had maps. The moment they obtained it, 

figured 

on their side, naturally, they would also possess an 

of the Deities’ abilities was detecting places with a high concentration of spiritual energy or special 

herbs. That 

did not need a map; 

that, the elites from Xyperia separated 

others, their plan was to seize the sacred spring before training in the 

first time after the recovery of spiritual energy that 

Chapter 2917 What Is In Here 

Stimulated by Levi’s aura, the Deity-level beasts began rushing everywhere in the rainforest. 

They had no direction or destination, going anywhere they liked. 

The other kinds of beasts were doing the same as well. 

Chaos descended upon Emberfall Rainforest. 

The birds were flying everywhere, and beasts were charging in all directions. They were all screeching 

and bellowing. 

The sounds they made sent chills down everyone’s spines. 

Boom! 



In the next second, the ground beneath Dr. Erebus and the others’ feet shook, and they nearly lost their 

balance. 

However, Levi remained poised and ordered, “Let’s go.” 

Despite their puzzlement, the two continued to follow Levi. 

The strong vibrations happened everywhere in Emberfall Rainforest, and the fighters from major forces 

and Xyperia felt them too. 

“W-What’s going on? Something’s wrong!” 

were extremely 

the sounds coming 

Deities 

It seems like a commotion 

toward their noses in the next 

a doubt, that scent signified the 

the people began 

on? Are the beasts 

We just have to follow the 

to avoid all of the 

trust in the markings on the map and were about to avoid the 

did they know that the beasts in Emberfall Rainforest were no longer gathered in specific spots because 

of the aura Levi 

beasts were running 

other words, 

no longer of any use, for the beasts had 

could only be used to locate the sacred 

else about it was useless, especially the 

Xyperians 

possessed the genes of a beast, so they were 

beasts and had even mastered his ability after the spiritual 

he had to be with them 

Chapter 2918 The Danger Of The Sacred Spring 



After a round of analysis, the leaders of the Xyperians surmised that there must be an even more 

powerful beast residing in Emberfall Rainforest, an entity much mightier than they could imagine. 

After all, their research told them that beasts could absorb spiritual energy better than humans. 

It would not be surprising if a beast stronger than the Deity-level beasts were to exist. 

All of the Deities of Xyperia came to one conclusion—there was no upper limit to a being’s power after 

the spiritual energy recovery. 

In other words, an entity that even a Deity could not define might exist. 

That was why the Xyperians realized that there had to be an invincible being in the rainforest. 

“Be careful, everyone. If you encounter it, retreat immediately. Call for help right away so that you can 

help each other to get out of the place.” 

The Xyperians had formulated an escape plan to deal with such a situation. 

In the meantime, many others had encountered the rampaging beasts, including Deity-level beasts. 

Those beasts had gone into a frenzied, bloodthirsty state, and they began attacking the people with the 

most ferocious moves. 

In a blink of an eye, many were killed or injured. 

The fortunate ones would only encounter one to two Deity-level beasts, so they could still flee in time. 

dozens of Deity-level beasts at once and were wiped out in no 

tens of thousands 

of the teams of Xyperia still ended up encountering the 

whole place was 

Levi 

were preoccupied with defending 

not come close to Levi when they took a 

there were no 

stop in time and encountered Levi were so terrified 

a 

Levi. “Mr. Garrison, you can 

“No. They’re just afraid of 

Digital God realized something, and he turned to look at Levi in disbelief. “Could it be that the 

happenings in the rainforest 



he felt stopped him 

them traversed the entire rainforest and arrived at the sacred 

Boom! 

powerful wave of aura assaulted them just as 

the sacred spring had seven 

of the rainforest and had forcibly taken over the sacred spring to 

par with the snake Levi had encountered at 

start, Levi wondered why the 

not sense 

soon realized it was because 

Chapter 2919 The Effective Healing Spring 

Digital God was panic-stricken, and so was Dr. Erebus. 

Those overlord-class beasts were simply terrifying! 

They opened their mouths wide again upon seeing them, displaying their powerful presence. 

Although Dr. Erebus had followed Levi into many restricted areas, he had never seen something this 

terrifying. 

He felt as though his soul had been ripped out of his body. 

If it was a Deity-class fighter he had encountered, Dr. Erebus felt that he could still fight back if he 

exerted all his efforts. 

However, when faced with these creatures, he did not even possess the courage to attack them. 

He also wondered why they did not flee before this and even upon seeing Levi at present. 

That was what he found terrifying. 

“Scram!” Levi said in a chilly voice as he threw them a glance. 

Swoosh! 

An imposing aura descended upon the area. 

an overwhelming 

deafening noise rang out, they all fled in an instant as though 

Huh? 

Digital God 



all it takes to chase 

other hand, went over to the sacred spring and immediately began 

not small and 

beneath it was still barreling toward it, and despite being broken, the spiritual ley line had not been 

completely 

meant that the 

It’s truly a healing spring. All the treasures we have found 

a sip of spring water, the side effects that were left behind after using a special 

changes taking place within 

“My goodness!” he exclaimed. 

entire physique go through an astounding change after taking 

just an 

spring had altered his body 

so much better 

eyes, it was an enormous 

spring was far more effective than 

healing spring, and with the nourishment from the spiritual ley line, it was practically water 

the spring was still continuously nourished by the spiritual ley line, so its effectiveness would only 

increase in 

from it as well?” Digital 

She should just soak herself in 

Chapter 2920 Is Everyone Here I’m going to finish them off! 

Similarly, Dr. Erebus felt his scalp tingle while observing the scene. 

Having conducted autopsies his entire life, he naturally understood the different levels of pain, which 

was how he knew that the pain Forlevia was experiencing at present was of the highest level. 

After all, every part of her body and every single pore were suffering extreme pain. 

“Hang in there! You must hang in there!” 

The trio stood guard beside Forlevia. 

Despite the continuous extreme pain she was in, Levi’s furrowed eyebrows gradually relaxed. 



It’s working! Sure enough, the directions given in the second half of the Poison Handbook are correct! 

There is indeed something that could cure all kinds of toxins at once, and now it’s obvious that this 

sacred spring is… I can clearly sense that the medicinal power of the spring is getting rid of the toxins. 

Even if the effects aren’t particularly prominent, it’s still detoxifying her body little by little. It’s working! 

It’s truly working! 

Levi had to pay close attention to sense the little effect that the gold magical medicine had previously. 

However, this time it was truly effective as anyone could see with their own eyes that the toxins were 

being forced out a little. 

He was overjoyed at the progress. 

of it could be gotten rid of. Moreover, the healing spring is still absorbing the exploded spiritual ley line. 

Once it has been completely absorbed, the medicinal power will be even more different. Soaking for an 

extended time in it may 

to boil, 

how scary Final Malice 

the healing spring was 

the medicinal essence of the spring water, and as a 

would become 

spring had been nourished for a long time, at least a thousand years, according 

quickly absorb the astounding amount of medicinal power 

was a broken spiritual ley line 

some time and could remove most 

showed 

thousand-year-old spring that was still continuously nourished by the spiritual ley line to this day could 

not get rid of it 

the current result was much better than before, as it was the only time he saw actual hope 

the unbearable pain had Forlevia screaming at 

got here before 

another as a team of 

other motley crew of people could not predict where the beasts would appear and so wandered 

backing them from behind consisting of Deities who could detect the 

 


